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educational standards

SCIENCE
Study the structure of the earth and its place in space.
Understand how plants survive in their environments.

SOCIAL STUDIES
Understanding how events, individuals and ideas have
influenced the history of local and regional communities.
Using historical thinking skills to understand the context
of events, people and places.
Understanding geography of different regions and its
affect on plant and animal life.

ELA / LITERACY
Describe the relationship between a series of historical
events, scientific ideas or concepts, or steps in technical
procedures in a text using language that pertains to
time, sequence, and cause/effect.
Conduct short research projects that build knowledge
about a topic
Ask and answer questions about information from a
speaker, offering appropriate elaboration and detail.
(See Field Trip Guide)

what is a moon tree?

In 1971, Astronaut Stuart Roosa took around 500 seeds
with him to the moon on Apollo 14. When he returned,
the U.S. Forest Service planted those seeds alongside
seeds that remained on earth to see if seeds exposed
to zero gravity would grow. Between 420-450 of those
seeds did grow., Several years later, saplings were sent

ABOUT STUART
ROOSA

all around the country to be planted as part of the
nation’s bicentennial celebration. They became known
as “Moon Trees.”

World War II fighter
planes fly over his
home in Oklahoma
and dreamed of
flying.

As time moved on and Roosa died, the memory of the
moon trees faded with him. But in the mid-1990s a third
grade class decided to research the history of a local
moon tree as part of The Trees and Forest Project. Their
project won several awards and reminded a nation of
the seeds that took a journey to the moon.
Today, NASA has found 80 of the original moon trees
that were planted in the 1970s. Many had died from
disease or storms. Others were simply lost to history.
Several second-generation moon trees have planted
from seeds or graftings of original moon trees. Together,
they stand across the nation as a monument to the
Apollo program and the astronauts who lost their lives
as they tried to reach for the stars.

Stuart Roosa was
born in 1933. As a
child, he watched

During college, he
signed up to be
a smoke jumper
with the US Forest
Service. He dove
into forest fires
to help save the
trees., Afterwards
he got his pilot’s
license and joined
the US Air Force as
a fighter pilot. That
position opened the
door for him to join
NASA during the
space race.
But he never forgot
his love for trees.

historical notes

“Kitty Hawk” — Stuart Roosa named the Command
Module of Apollo 14, “Kitty Hawk,” after the Wright
brothers’ first flight in North Carolina. While Astronauts
Alan Shepard and Edward Mitchell took the Lunar
Module down to the moon, Stuart Roosa orbited the
moon 34 times in the Kitty Hawk by himself.
Moon Bugs — When Apollo 11 landed on the moon in
1969, the government feared that they might have been
exposed to germs or viruses that could cause people to
get sick on earth. Congress passed the Extraterrestrial
Exposure Law, requiring all astronauts and items that
traveled into space to be quarantined for three weeks
after their return to earth. The astronauts on Apollo
14 were the last to go through this decontamination
process.
Hidden Trees — While many of the moon trees were
planted in full public view, marked with celebrations,
others were kept secret. Officials were afraid they would
be vandalized or stolen. Many of these trees were never
even marked, so they were eventually lost to history.
Historic Moon Rocks — The rocks that the astronauts
from Apollo 14 gathered from the moon are still being
studied today. In 2019, scientists released a statement
that one rock, called Big Bertha, was one of the oldest
rocks ever collected from the moon’s surface.

OTHER SEEDS
IN SPACE
The moon trees
were not the first
seeds to travel in
space, nor were
they the last. In the
1940s, scientists
flew fruit flies and
corn seeds in one
of the first rockets
to see if they would
survive radiation in
space. Since Apollo
14, several flights
have included
seeds. Today,
astronauts are
growing vegetables
and flowers on the
space station.

the trees and forest project

Eleanor Heights Primary School in Sydney, Australia,
launched an online project in the mid-1990s called
The Trees and Forest Project. The project challenged
elementary schools around the world to choose a
local tree or forest and research its history. Schools
were invited to send the reports to Judith Bennett, the
teacher who started the project. She published the
reports on their global website.

CONDUCT YOUR
OWN TREES AND
FOREST PROJECT
Choose a historic
tree in your
community (you
can choose your
local moon tree or
another historic
tree native to your
region).
As a class, research
its history in
your region or its
connection to a
historical event.
Local library and
newspapers are
great resources.
Together, create a
class report about
your findings. Small
groups can work on
different sections,
or each child can
create a report
on what he or she
learned.

grow your own tree

While you may not be able to grow a tree from
a seed that flew to the moon, your class can
experiement growing their very own trees.
Choose a type of tree native to your region (this
could include one of the varieties that flew to
the moon on Apollo 14). Purchase seeds at a
local nursery. You can grow one tree as a class
and plant it on the grounds of your elementary
school or each child can grow a small tree to
plant at home or in their neighborhoods.
Help children pick the right kind of soil, how
much to water and fertilize it, and care for it
until it is old enough to be planted into the
ground. This will vary depending on the type of
tree in your region.

FIVE KINDS OF
MOON TREES
The U.S. Forest
Service chose five
different species of
trees to represent
various regions
across the United
States:
Sycamore (east of
the Mississippi River
and New England)
Loblolly Pine
(Southeast)
American
Sweetgums
(Southeast)
Douglas Fir (Pacific
Northwest and
Rocky Mountains)
Redwood (West
Coast, primarily
California)

field trip guide

Is there a moon tree in your region? Consider taking
your class on a field trip to see it and explore its history
in your local community.
Before You Go
Prepare your class by studying the history of moon trees
during your Social Studies segment.
•

•

As a class, research the history of your local moon
tree. NASA has a brief sketch of each known moon
tree on their website at https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/
planetary/lunar/moon_tree.html along with when
each moon tree was planted. Many local newspapers
published articles and photos of the planting
ceremonies. Share a few with the class.
Talk about the specific type of moon tree in your
community. Have the children research why that
particular tree grows well in your region. Talk about
environmental factors that help that tree grow in
your region.

QUESTIONS TO
ASK:
What is the history
behind the moon
tree in your region?
Does the moon tree
look different than
other trees planted
around it?
What environmental
factors helped this
specific tree grow
in this location?
How is the moon
tree cared for to
keep it safe from
disease and harm
from storms?

field trip guide

During the Field Trip
•

•
•

Call ahead to see if a forest official who knows about
your local moon might be available to talk with your
class about the moon tree during your field trip.
Encourage your students to ask their own questions.
Review the information on the plaque (if one exists)
or review the story of the moon tree at the location.
Explore the area around where the moon tree was
planted (if permitted) to compare the moon tree with
other trees that are growing around it. See if you can
find another tree of the same species and directly
compare the two.

After the Field Trip
Review as a class what you learned. Some children
might remember details that others didn’t hear or had
forgotten. Ask them about their experiences and about
how they felt about seeing a moon tree in person. For
younger students, have them draw a picture of the
moon tree to take home and share with their parents.
Older students can write a report about what they
learned.

QUESTIONS TO
ASK ABOUT
SECOND
GENERATION
TREES
Why did they
decide to plant a
second-generation
tree in this location?
Which parent moon
tree is secondgeneration moon
tree from?
How are seeds
or grafting taken
from original moon
trees?
How was
the planting
celebrated?

moon tree locations
ALABAMA
First Generation Trees:
Birmingham Botanical Gardens in Birmingham
State Capitol in Montgomery
Pioneer Museum of Alabama in Troy
Ivy Green in Tuscumbia
Second Generation Trees:
NASA Marshall Flight Center in Huntsville
ARIZONA
First Generation Trees:
Kuiper Space Sciences Building at the University of Arizona in Tucson
ARKANSAS
First Generation Trees:
Old Washington Historic State Park in Washington
Sebastian County Courthouse in Ft. Smith
CALIFORNIA
First Generation Trees:
Humboldt State University in Arcata
Tilden Nature Area in Berkeley
Lockeford Plant Materials Center in Lockeford
Friendly Plaza in Monterey
Capitol Park in Sacramento
Mission Plaza in San Luis Obispo
Second Generation Trees
Lancaster Performing Arts Center in Lancaster
Ultra Powers Company in Blue Lake
MSAS Astronomy Village in Lake Arrowhead

moon tree locations
FLORIDA
First Generation Trees:
University of Florida in Gainesville
Keystone Heights Library in Keystone Heights
Forest Capital State Park in Perry
Cascades Park in Tallahassee
Doyle Conner Building in Tallahassee
Second Generation Trees
Museum of Science and Industry in Tampa
GEORGIA
First Generation Trees:
Okefenokee RESA in Waycross
Clarke County Planning Department in Athens
Second Generation Trees
Madora Garden Club in Hartwell
IDAHO
First Generation Trees:
Lowell Elementary School in Boise
Second Generation Trees
National Interagency First Center in Boise
ILLINOIS
Second Generation Trees
Adler Park School in Libertyville
INDIANA
First Generation Trees:
Camp Koch Girl Scout Camp in Cannelton
Indiana Statehouse in Indianapolis
Lincoln State Park in Lincoln City
Forest Service Office in Tell City

moon tree locations
Second Generation Trees
Greenbrier Elementary School in Indianapolis
IOWA
Second Generation Trees:
Living Heritage Tree Museum in Storm Lake
KENTUCKY
Second Generation Trees
Louisville Zoo in Louisville
KANSAS
First Generation Trees:
International Forest of Friendship in Atchison
LOUISIANA
First Generation Trees:
Palustris Experimental Forest in Elmer
MARYLAND
First Generation Trees:
Society of America Foresters in Bethesda
Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt
MASSACHUSETTS
First Generation Trees:
Holliston Police Station in Holliston
MICHIGAN
First Generation Trees:
Fernwood Botanical Gardens in Niles

moon tree locations
MICHIGAN
Second Generation Trees:
Wyoming Police Station in Wyoming
MISSISSIPPI
First Generation Trees:
Dorman Hall at Mississippi State University
Forestry Commission Nursery in Waynesboro
Camp Iti Kana in Wiggins
MISSOURI
First Generation Trees:
Walther Park in DeSoto
Second Generation Trees
Historic Tree Museum on the Courthouse Lawn in Unionville
MONTANA
First Generation Trees:
University of Montana in Missoula
NEW JERSEY
First Generation Trees:
Monmouth County Courthouse in Monmouth County
Second Generation Trees
Cyanamid Company in Wayne
NEW YORK
Second Generation Trees
Lasdon Park and Arboretum in Katonah

moon tree locations
NEW MEXICO
First Generation Trees
State Capitol Building in Santa Fe
NORTH CAROLINA
First Generation Trees:
Botanical Gardens at Asheville
Cradle of Forestry in Pisgah National Forest
Haywood Community College in Clyde
NORTH CAROLINA
Second Generation Trees
Guilford College in Greensboro
Pullen Park in Raleigh
Sloan Park in Mt. Ulla
PARI Astronomical Research Institute in Rosman
Prairie Ridge Ecostation in Raleigh
OHIO
First Generation Trees:
Friendship Park in Jefferson County
Second Generation Trees
Paper Products Company of Cinncinati in Fairfield
OREGON
First Generation Trees:
Erb Memorial Union at University of Oregon in Eugene
U.S. Veteran’s Hospital in Roseburg
Peavy Hall at Oregon State University in Corvallis
State Capitol Building in Salem
Second Generation Trees
Siskiyou Smoke Jumpers Base Museum in Cave Junction

moon tree locations

PENNSYLVANIA
First Generation Trees:
Coudersport Area Recreational Park in Coudersport
Dillsburg Elementary School in Dillsburg
Cambria County Courthouse in Ebensburg
Highland Hall in Hollidaysburg
Lockheed Martin in King of Prussia
Core Creek Park in Newtown/Langhorne
Topton Mini Museum in Topton
TENNESSEE
First Generation Trees:
University of Tennessee in Knoxville
University of the South in Sewanee
UTAH
First Generation Trees:
Lone Peak Nursery in Draper
VIRGINIA
First Generation Trees:
Patrick Elementary School in Hampton
Scott Jenkins Memorial Park in Loudoun County
Second Generation Trees
Arlington National Cemetery (at Stuart Roosa’s Grave) in Arlington
WASHINGTON
First Generation Trees:
State Capitol Building in Olympia

STUDENT READERS
for Grade 3 Reading Level

• Meet Stuart Roosa
• Get to Know the Trees
• Other Seeds in Space
• Moon Tree Word Search

MEET STUART ROOSA

S

tuart Roosa was born in 1933.
He was an ordinary kid with
bright red hair. His parents

traveled a lot. They measured land
for the Forest Service. As a child,
“Stu” spent a lot of time playing in
the trees.
His family moved to a farm in
Oklahoma. Stu was ten. He was
a quiet boy and loved watching World War II fighter planes fly
over his home. He hung model airplanes from the ceiling of his
bedroom and dreamed one day he would fly.
In college, Stu and his friend Jimmy needed jobs for the
summer. They signed up as smokejumpers with the U.S. Forest
Service. They jumped out of airplanes and put out forest fires. The
job was hard and hot, but Stuart liked saving trees.
Stuart earned his pilot’s license. He became a fighter pilot with
the U.S. Air Force. But he never forgot his time with the Forest
Service.
In 1961, Russia sent the first man into space. America’s eyes
turned to the moon. Stuart began looking up. A few years later, he
joined the training program at NASA.

For many years, the
quiet, red-haired boy
from Oklahoma worked
at Mission Control in
Houston. Finally, his turn
came. He was picked to
pilot Apollo 14.
Stuart named the
spacecraft, “Kitty Hawk,”
after the Wright brothers’ first flight in North Carolina. Astronauts
Alan Shepard and Edward Mitchell would land on the moon. Stuart
would orbit it in the Kitty Hawk. They collected rocks to learn more
about the moon’s history.
Stu didn’t mind not landing on the moon. His dream had come
true. He was going to fly into space.
He took 500 seeds in his personal bag to the moon. He wanted
to honor the firefighters and smokejumpers who risked their lives
to save trees. Then, he gave the seeds to the U.S. Forest Service.
They wanted to find out if seeds that traveled to space would grow.
The moon trees were planted. Stuart traveled from state to
state to speak at the tree planting ceremonies. He was not just an
astronaut. He had become a celebrity.
Astronaut Stuart Roosa died in 1994. His family was by his side.
His memory lives on through the moon trees around the country.

GET TO KNOW THE MOON TREES

S

tuart Roosa was the perfect astronaut to take seeds into
space. He had served as a smokejumper in college. The
seeds would honor people who fought forest fires.

The U.S. Forest Service chose five species of seeds. They

represented different regions in the United States. Stuart Roosa
carried 500 of those seeds to the moon on Apollo 14.
The five types of moon trees are:
American Sycamore. The sycamore tree is native to the eastern
United States. It grows in most states between Maine and Florida.
This deciduous tree likes wet soil. It grows well along streams in
forests and near large rivers.
The sycamore can grow up to 140 feet tall. Its wood is very
strong and often used for furniture.
Loblolly Pine. The loblolly pine is common in the Southeast.
This evergreen pine likes the acidic clay soil common in the South.
But they can be found as far north as Delaware. Its reddish-brown
bark is made up of scaly plates. Branches and needles grow far
above the ground. Loblolly pines typically grow around 100 feet
tall.

American Sweetgum. The sweetgum is also native to the
Southeast. Its green star-shaped leaves turn various colors in the
fall. The sweetgum also likes acidic clay soil that is wet but welldrained. It grows best when planted in areas that get at least six
hours of sunlight each day.
At full size, the sweetgum can grow to a height of 60-75 feet.
Their branches spread wide giving the tree a rounded look.
Douglas Fir. The Douglas Fir tree has two different species. Each
thrive in two different environments. One grows along the coast
of the Pacific Northwest. The other grows in the Rocky Mountains.
These evergreen trees like dense forests. Douglas Firs are often
used as Christmas trees, but are also used for furniture, fence posts,
and flooring.
Coast Redwoods. Redwood trees are known for their deep red
bark. Coast redwoods are native to northern California. They get
most of their water from fog. They are sometimes called giant
redwoods. Some are taller than the Statue of Liberty!
Coast redwoods can also live up to hundreds of years. Their
roots are shallow. They only dive a few feet under the ground.
But they can spread for hundreds of feet. These roots often
interconnect with roots of nearby trees.
• Which trees are native to your region?
• What other trees are native in your community?

OTHER SEEDS IN SPACE

A

pollo 14 wasn’t the only NASA mission to take seeds into
space. Other seeds flew too.
Years ago, scientists didn’t know if we could survive

outside the earth’s atmosphere. Before sending humans into
space, they sent seeds. In the 1940s, the U.S. Air Force sent corn
seeds and fruit flies in a rocket. Both survived.
Then, Astronaut Stuart Roosa circled the moon with hundreds
of seeds in 1971. The U.S. Forest Service planted them. They grew
– just like trees on earth. The seeds were planted as “moon trees.”
Eighty are still living. They stand as a memorial to the Apollo
program.
A few years later, in July 1975, the United States joined Russia
on the first international spaceflight: the Apollo-Soyuz. NASA
astronauts took them a gift: enough seeds to plant an acre of
trees. The gift helped bring the two nations together.
But would seeds survive for a long time in zero gravity? NASA
wanted to find out. In the 1980s, they left 12.5 million tomato
seeds on a special satellite for six years. Students around the
world helped NASA grow those seeds. They compared the plants
to ones grown on earth. The “space tomatoes” were just as
healthy. Some children said, they even tasted better than earth
tomatoes!

NASA continued to think about seeds in space. In 1982, a plant
bloomed on the Russian space station, Salyut. Several space
shuttles carried seeds into orbit around the earth. In 1988, several
seeds even sprouted while traveling.
Astronauts were spending more and time in space. Plants would
give them fresh food and provide cleaner air. But could they grow
in space?
In 2014, NASA began Project Veggie. Astronauts grew the first
crop of lettuce on the space station. Three healthy lettuce plants
survived for 33 days. Others died from lack of water. NASA began
growing other vegetables on the space station. Cabbage, mustard
greens, kale, radishes and flowers! China even grew cotton seeds
on the moon.
The astronauts ate some of the veggies. The rest were sent back
to earth for study. Scientist wanted to find ways to help them grow
better. Space was also limited. They developed dwarf veggies that
would grow in the small space
Science has come a long way since Apollo 14. Plants are growing
in space! They will provide fresh food for astronauts in the future.

MOON TREE WORD SEARCH
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SEEDS
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additional resources

“The Moon Trees.” NASA website includes a listing, photos, and detailed information about all known original and second-generation moon trees.
https://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/lunar/moon_tree.html
Zuckerman, Catherine. “Trees that traveled to space now live on Earth. Here’s
where to find them.” National Geographic. July 8, 2019.
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/science/article/moon-trees-that-traveled-to-space-now-live-on-earth-where-are-they-now
“50th Anniversary of Apollo 14. Saturn V Rocket Launch.” Nineteenth Century
Videos. 2:45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46BW5IfshCE
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